
Automated Remediation for Custom Code

When It Comes to Software Development, Don’t Sacrifice Security for Speed

WhiteSource Cure is the first-ever security auto-remediation application designed for custom code.

It eliminates the trade-off between security and speed when releasing software.

Struggling to address a growing backlog of security vulnerabilities while keeping up with release schedules?

You’re not alone. WhiteSource customer feedback shows developers spend, on average, half a day fixing a single 

vulnerability, which can add up to enormous delays in product releases.

Your Personal Security Expert
WhiteSource Cure acts as a developer’s personal security expert, speeding up delivery while also reducing their workload.

Release Secure Software at Scale

Key Benefits

Accelerates the Release 
of Secure Software

Looks as if You 
Wrote It Yourself

Integrates Into Your 
DevOps Pipeline

In addition to a commercial offering, WhiteSource is also making available a Community Edition of WhiteSource Cure, 

for open source projects that will forever be available for free to developers working on those projects.



Community Edition: How It Works

A Free-Forever Developer Tool
Simply enter your public repository URL
(e.g., https://github.com/payara/Payara) and a SARIF file
to generate an executable remediation report.

Developers can either apply the remediation suggested 
by WhiteSource Cure as a pull request in a DevOps 
pipeline, or they can use it to fine-tune their code as they 
see fit.

Executable remediation report
Your customized report includes remediation 
suggestions for vulnerabilities detected in your
public project.

WhiteSource Cure provides fix suggestions that 
automatically remediate vulnerabilities in your code as if 
you wrote them yourself.

IDE Plugin
All your remediation suggestions are available right in 
your IDE. To apply your fix at the click of a button,
simply review and accept the proposed secure code.

WhiteSource Cure suggestions are case specific,
accurate, and effortless to save you valuable time and 
promote secure coding. You can even use WhiteSource 
Cure to learn new remediation methods.

Cure Your Code
Try It Free 

https://www.whitesourcesoftware.com/whitesource-cure/?ref=cure-pdf

